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CIVIL SOCIETY ROUNDTABLES
1.

BACKGROUND

The Civil Society Roundtables is part of a research exercise undertaken by DAG to explore the
possibility of new ways of interaction, decision-making and resource allocation between and
among stakeholders that will change the nature of urban governance. This is the culmination of
a number of dialogues that have deepened DAG’s insight into its operating context including
the DAG Advocacy Roundtable it hosted in 2009, the ‘Re-imagining the City: A New Urban
Order’ national conference held in 2010 and a Friends of DAG seminar, ‘A New Form of Urban
Governance’, that took place earlier in 2011.

In Cape Town, the research was at an advanced stage and the aims of the Roundtable were,
therefore, slightly different to those in other regions. In Cape Town the focus of the two-day
Roundtable was to identify which values and principles should underpin civil society
collaboration and engagement?

Although some delegates from other cities attended some of the dialogues referred to above,
this was the first time DAG set out to guage interest within civil society on this issue in East
London, Durban and Johannesburg. The Roundtables there were designed as a one-day event.

1.1

Organising Partners

DAG wanted to test the feasibility of the Urban Forum concept in other regions but realised
that it lacked the detail knowledge and networks among civil society beyond the Western Cape.
In preparation for the Roundtables in other cities, DAG entered into partnership with its sister
NGOs i.e. Afesis Corplan in East London, BESG and PPT in Durban and PLANACT in
Johannesburg.

These partners supported DAG in refining the target audience for the

Roundtables and were also invited to comment on the programme. They contributed by
Identifying and encouraging the participation of appropriate civil society
formations in their respective cities, including the distribution of invitations
Taking care of the logistical arrangements, with funding provided by DAG
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1.2

Participants

In Cape Town DAG invited organisations and the particular representatives who had been part
of the previous dialogues that had built up to this roundtable. A few additional organisations
were also invited, with whom DAG had been building relationships in the interim.

The

organisations are all active in advocacy within the urban governance sector.
In the other cities, DAG relied on its organising partners to identify participants based on their
knowledge of the local context and existing alliances. Those invited were all active in advocacy
work within the context of land, housing and urban governance.
For a list of participating organisations, see appendix 2.

2.

STATED OUTCOMES

In Cape Town:
Values and principles that guide collective decision-making and action emerge;
Guidelines for engaging in solidarity, support and joint action emerge;
Evidence of potential for a resource group of solidarity activists is tested.
In the other cities:
DAG has improved understanding of various regional contexts to inform its
thinking, conceptualising and planning for future Urban Forum work.
Potential for solidarity, support and joint action is tested.
Evidence of potential for a resource group of solidarity activists is tested.

The programmes related to each set of outcomes is attached, see appendix 1.
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3.
3.1

ASSESSMENT OF ROUNDTABLE OUTCOMES
Outcome 1: Values and Principles for collective action

In Cape Town, this was a key outcome of the roundtable and it was contemplated through
reflecting on the individual, the institution as well as the broader social sphere within which
these values are manifested. Through a presentation of their organization’s vision and mission
statements, participants noted that they already shared common values regarding their vision
for the city. Further discussion included a focus on understanding power within civil society and
individuals and how power is used to promote values. The outcome was achieved and some
important values and principles for working together emerged.

Some of the values that were found desirable are:


Humility



Selflessness



Justice



Equality



Solidarity



Love



Walking alongside



Ubuntu



Courage



Hard work



Conviction

Important principles that were agreed were that:

The poor must lead their own development


It is necessary to take the time necessary to build consensus.



It is useful to adopt multiple strategies and tactics.



Solidarity partners should share information.



Solidarity partners should operate in a spirit of transparency, accountability and
broad participation among each other.
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Solidarity partners should be open to compromise in the interest of unity.



Strategies adopted and the use of power must be based on shared values to
avoid the abuse of power.



3.2

Party politics must be set aside in the interests of unity.

Outcome 2: Guidelines for Solidarity Action

This outcome was achieved at the Cape Town Roundtable and is best captured in the following
practical steps and questions put forward by participants:


NGOs must admit their power in relation to grassroots organisations.



Values and Principles must be agreed.



Agree on guidelines that will characterise engagements between stakeholders.



Agree on goals for the partnership.



Clarify roles and responsibilities among partners, including who will provide the
required resources to achieve goals.



Agree on methods of accountability among partners.



Acknowledge limitations and differences among partners.



Acknowledge each other’s power in a mutually beneficial relationship.

Participants also generated questions that need to inform guidelines for solidarity action:


How do we agree that sanctions are a possible consequence?



Can we partner with purse holders e.g. funders?



What are the criteria that define a partnership (when is it a partnership?)



How do we share success/lessons collectively (not one partner taking credit)
and to the benefit of all partners?



Can we find ways to overcome resource challenges at grassroots level together?

There was also a caution that a city-focused Urban Forum would limit the ability to address
provincial wide issues and will not attend to rural development issues.

There was a strong call to “give up the dogma”, to realise that the context is “changing” and
that “a paradigm shift” was needed.
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3.3

Outcome 4: DAG understanding of regional contexts in relation
to the possibilities of solidarity action.

This outcome was met as DAG was exposed to some of the contextual challenges and
experiences of the participants in each region. The power stories offered mini case studies on
experiences in advocacy and the use or missed opportunity to recognise the power of the
community. Some of the stories are summarised below:

The Inner city Women’s group worked in partnership with SERI and others
NGOs to fight eviction and access to water. The decision was taken not to
“take this to the streets” and rather they engage with the Water Department
directly. A responsive official in the department helped to fast track the
process by responding to their letter by inviting the organisation to present
their issues. Success was also achieved on the rights of immigrant women to
grants as a result of petitions, lobbying and a roundtable.
CoRC facilitated a process with University of Johannesburg architecture
students who then partnered with community members in designing their
homes. When students presented the plans the municipality was invited – and
in this process they recognized that the community had been critical to
framing the plans – and in so doing supported the process. At a public meeting
the partnership was concretized between the community and municipality,
although they had reservations initially. The process highlighted the potential
for the community to be involved at the planning phase. The project was also
aligned to NUSP.
Landfirst Campaign brought together organizations around South Africa in
attempt to bring a central focus to the question of land and informal
settlement upgrading. Over 15 organisations signed the Landfirst charter. The
challenge was that sustaining the capacity required for the campaign and the
physical distance between organizations meant they had very few meetings.
DAG when approached by the Provincial Human Settlements department to
lead a participation process in the development of the Backyarder Response
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Programme, decided that rather than taking the technical programme to
communities, they would develop the programme with the backyarder groups.
A bottom up policy was then submitted to the department, which intended to
enrich the department’s technical programme. Subsequently the City of Cape
Town initiated a backyarder response programme – with selected aspects of
the DAG programme.

The reflections on experiences with collaborative work were very revealing of context. The
extent to which this has contributed to DAG’s understanding is captured in a separate Learning
Outcomes Report.

Based on experiences, participants shared various barriers to solidarity action, which could be
summed up as follows:


Political party affiliation.



NGOs using communities for funding gains.



Community groups’ fear of being used (so reluctant to collaborate)



Gate keeping by organisations or individuals



Ego-driven Individuals.



Lack of trust.



Previous negative experiences.



Lack of information among ‘partners’.



Fear of possible capacity changes .



Failure to provide dedicated capacity to honour agreed commitments.



Undemocratic practices e.g. excluding some from decision-making.



Competition over resources such as municipal services or funding.



Absence of a well-articulated vision or goals.



Pressing donor obligations/lack of capacity.



Fear of losing organisation’s identity in the collective.
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3.4

Outcome 5: Potential for Solidarity Action

The potential for solidarity action was explored through the discussions on how to address the
barriers to solidarity action and also on the benefits of collaboration. In all the cities there were
already cases of collaboration, through formal contracts and also informally.
Participants in all the cities demonstrated a willingness to act in solidarity through their inputs
in these discussions. This was continued at the end of the Roundtable in each city where
participants contributed to a list of advocacy opportunities that currently present the chance to
collaborate, including the forthcoming Ward Committee review, the NPC National Development
Plan Vision 2030, the Green paper on Land, SPLUMB and the Cities support programme.
After extensive group discussion of the realities and painful experiences of failed
collaborations, there was still a willingness to make a case for solidarity, as captured in the
discussion on its benefits. The table below is a brief summary of the discussions:

CHALLENGES OF COLLABORATION

BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION

Managing differing ideas about tactics, mutual respect,

More and complimentary resources, skills and ideas

mutual benefit

through embracing diversity among solidarity partners

Political party affiliation – hijack networks

Stronger visibility and voice, going beyond envisioned

Individual organisations or leaders vs the collective

potential

Clearly defined terms of partnership, role clarity,

Wider geographic impact with more partners

mutual contributions
Setting clear strategic goals in participatory manner

More likely to impact macro level plans and policy

Overcoming turf or competition and funding turf

Cost-saving

mentality
Effective communication, trust building

Access to information and knowledge

Building unity not uniformity

Complementary outcomes can be achieved

Improving visibility, establishing a clear central focus

Greater influence e.g. with donors

Relinquishing control, negotiating power e.g. between Development through diversity
NGOs and CBOs
Taking time to build consensus

Impact could be achieved faster

Acting with accountability and integrity as partners
Thinking beyond own organisation’s focus
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It was noted that funder driven collaboration must not be confused with bottom-up
initiatives.

3.5

Outcome 6: potential resource group of solidarity activists

During the course of the Cape Town Roundtable a few individuals stood out as they
demonstrated a spirit of solidarity and sincerity about what they were saying. There were also
a few individuals who demonstrated very little respect for others in the room, displayed a
resistance to any teamwork and expressed values on women, race and class that are not shared
by all.
In East London and Johannesburg the mood was promising, although this was the first time
DAG encountered most of the individuals present. In Johannesburg, a number of individuals
spoke with vision and enthusiasm about the potential of solidarity action.
The turnout at the KZN workshop was poor and consisted mainly of NGOs. Within this group,
DAG already has a history of collaborative work with two of the three organizational leaders
present.

4.

FEEDBACK COMMENTS

Below are some examples of feedback received at the regional roundtables through end-of day
reflections:


Please let make this work – we have sat in many workshops.



Learnt a lot, sharing of ideas.



Informative workshop…



It’s about time this happened – the question is how to take it forward.



The experience of activists is very valuable and a lot can be learnt in terms of
how they are organizing. My network has expanded.



More networking the better – ideally quarterly.



Better to have links and then reinforce the vision.
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Making connections, meeting people, sharing strategies and tactics and what
similar work people are doing.



Realized about high time we worked together.



Thank you to DAG – it brought together the inner city and the informal
settlements on the periphery.



A forum of this nature has the potential to change the nature of engagement of
officials.



DAG came here with an agenda to learn – and we can say that today we learnt a
lot.



Today confirmed/ revived the need for something that has started – we met at
the trainings in the past – people felt we needed to come together – we are
aware of what is making it difficult for us to come together ….need to ensure
that there is proper coordination and resources allocated – and the question of
who is calling who. DAG is not starting anything new and rather building on
what already exists …in the past we had community consultative forums – now
there is a willingness and maturity to come together .



Eye opener and hopes that conversations of this nature continue.



Collaboration is the key – for the benefits of our communities and our struggles
we must stand together.



Long way to go in terms of “collaborative doing”.



We have undertaken extensive research into “collaborative talking” and yet
there is a need for clarity on how to enable “collaborative action”.
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5

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it was encouraging that participants across the cities were ready to take a critical
look at the state of solidarity within civil society. This enabled the achievement of the desired
outcomes for the Roundtables.
A strong theme in Johannesburg was the destructive way political party identities have
impacted on unity and thwarted development. All agreed that it was time to set party
allegiance aside and build broad based solidarity.

In Cape Town, where the dialogue was further ahead, participants spoke of connecting through
our humanity, not our political identities.

They also began to talk of setting the terms of engaging with government in spaces that bypass
the formal realms of public participation structures.

Finally, someone mentioned that in the past, we proved that we are good at talking about unity
but that we fall short in our actions. This was the challenge everyone should take from the
Roundtable.
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APPENDIX 1
DEVELOPMENT ACTION GROUP
Programme
CIVIL SOCIETY ROUNDTABLE
CAPE TOWN
DAY 1: 08h30 – 17h30
Registration
Welcome
Introductions (Who inspired you, what quality in them activity)
Background to Roundtable
Discussion on Concepts: Values, Principles
TEA
Discussion on our practice
LUNCH
Trust Building activity
Understanding Power
BODY BREAK
Personal source of inspiration (activity incorporating tea)
Review of DAY ONE

DAY 2: 09h00 – 16h30
Welcome + Recap
Partnerships: reflection + discussion
Discussion on the use of power in CSO partnerships
What if Session
TEA
Session continues
LUNCH
Trust Building activity
TEA
Next steps
Reflection
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DEVELOPMENT ACTION GROUP
Programme
CIVIL SOCIETY ROUNDTABLE
REGIONAL
09h00 – 16h00
Registration
Welcome
Introductions
Background to Roundtable
registration questions:
TEA
Power stories
Group Discussion: What are barriers and fears to working together
How can these change?
What promotes collaborative action?
LUNCH (13h15 – 14h00)
Report back + Plenary discussion
Teamwork activity + reflection
Tale of the Sands story
(WORKING TEA)
Group discussion: What benefits are there to solidarity action – on colour
paper
Current Opportunities for solidarity action, Wrap up
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APPENDIX 2: CIVIL SOCIETY ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS
NAME & SURNAME

ORGANISATION

CONTANCT DETAILS

EMAIL ADDRESS

A.Louw

Anti-Eviction Campaign

072 052 9466

delftintegratednetwork@gmail.com

Abueng

Urban Land Mark

073 583 4053

matlopeng29@gmail.com

Alan Jackson

Greater Cape Town Civic Alliance

083 254 8724

npocoach@intekom.co.za

Andie Mengi

TCC

072 944 8250

mengi@courc.co.za

Asanda Mbolekwa

B.C.M.M. Youth

073 487 7773

asandambolekwa@gmail.com

Asanda Gudla

Jubilee

078 408 9615

Ayanda Kota

UPM

078 625 6462

Bhayzer Musa

Thembelihle Crisis Committee

073 618 1521

Bongani Vakele

KDF

072 313 5259

bvakele@gmail.com

Bunjiwe

CORC

084 419 3772

bunjiwe38@gmail.com

Cameron Brisbane

BESG

033 394 4980

cameron@besg.co.za

Charlene Houston

Lead facilitator

Dereh Loyt

PSAM

043 603 8803

d.loyt@vy.ac.za

Fenky Mofiwa

Off The Ground

076 246 0352

offtheground@gmail.com

Garry Hertzenburg

WCAEC

072 392 5859

General A. Moyo

ISN

073 430 7006

generalmoyo@gmail.com

Helen Macgregor

DAG

021 448 7886

helenmac@dag.org.za

Ingrid Jacobsen

DAG

021 448 7886

ingrid@dag.org.za

Kamal Singh

Khanya -Aido

011 403 9844

kamal@khanya.org

Kate Tissington

SERI

072 944 8250

kate@seri-sa.org

Koni Benson

ILRG

073 605 9582

azania75@gmail.com

Khaya Xintolo

Mandela Park Backyarders

078 024 1683

khayaxi@gmail.com

Kholisile Mesheki

Anti-Eviction Campaign

071 031 8525

Khuthalwa Tanya

NPU Makapa Multi-Purpose

073 904 9427

Lee Malley

C. Development Forum

076 991 0222

Lerato M.Soofo

C. Development Forum

083 345 5581

Leslie Julies

KDF

084 66 0001

lesliejulies@gmail.com

Loyiso Tshetsha

SANCO – Great Kei

073 988 1511

loyiso@iydsa.co.za

Luzuko Solomon

Mandela Park Backyarders

Mario Wanza

Communities for Social Change

082 413 7600

mariowanza@wordline.co.za

Mark Misselhorn

PPT

031 305 1288

missel@icon.co.za

Moegsien Hendricks
Mncedisi Twalo
Moham Mercy

DAG
AEC
ISN

021 448 7886
078 580 8646
072 890 9022

moegsien@dag.org.za

Mondli Ndlovu

BESG

charlene@axxess.co.za

mohanjmercy@yahoo.com
mondi@besg.co.za
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NAME & SURNAME

ORGANISATION

CONTANCT DETAILS

EMAIL ADDRESS

Monica

AZM

011 492 0633

monica@albosack.co.za

Monwabisi Mazaleni

Restless Youth Development

078 358 3310

Moray Hathorn

Webber Wenzel

083 266 1081

Msizi Khuhlawe

Shift

011 888 7363

Mteteleli Pobana

FEDUP

073 942 2641

Mthobeli Qona

Abahlali Base Mjondolo

076 041 0057

Nana Ndlovu

PPT

031 305 1288

Nkokeli Ncambele

ISN

078 546 4379

Nombulelo Yame

UPM Women’s Forum

078 328 9740

Nontando Ngamlana

Afesis-Corplan

043 743 3830

nontando@afesis.org.za

Nopinkie Nibe

ECNGOC

072 837 3014

pinkie@ecngoc.co.za

Nosifundo Memani

Write to know Campaign

074 305 0739

Noxolo Kabane

Afesis- Corplan

043 743 3830

noxolo@afesis.org.za

Ntobeko Caleni

ISN

073 681 0353

ntobeko74@gmail.com

Ntombekhaya Mbane

CDC

072 866 7386

ntombi.mbane@gmail.com

Penelope Vellem

AFESIS

073 601 7512

penelope@afesis.org.za

Rhashe Magagand

CCCDF

076 732 3350

Roland Jethro

CORC

072 345 0488

roland_bertram@yahoo.com

Ronald Eglin

Afesis- Corplan

043 743 3830

ronald@afesis.org.za

Sabotlhe Catherine

DRPA

071 178 4090

sondzulu.cs@hotmail.com

Sarah Watson

DDP

031 304 9305

sarah@ddpdurban.org.za

Shereza Sibanda

ICRC

073 188 4999

sshereza@yahoo.com

Sherylle Dass

LHR

Sifiso Zitwana

Social Justice Coalition

074 672 6247

Simphiwe Zwane

CORC

072 806 7701

Simphiwe Zwane

TCC

072 944 8250

Sulyman Stellenboom

Proudly M/Plain

078 333 3072

Tristan Gorgens

Isandla

083 290 4251

tristan@isandla.org.za

Tshenolo Mokhele

James Mpanza Foundation

084 715 3896

kwakhangela@gmail.com

Vuyokazi Matomane

Abahlali BaseMjondolo

073 420 7593

Xolisani Galada

DAG

021 448 7886

xolisani@dag.org.za

Yulgman

Communities for Social Change

Zama Mgwatyu

DAG

021 448 7886

zama@dag.org.za

Zinzi Gatyeni

DAG

021 448 7886

zinzi@dag.org.za

msizi@shift.org.za

nana@ppt.org.za

sherylle@lhr.org.za
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sifisozitwana3@gmail

